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1. Introduction. Let G be a compact group with normalized Haar

measure, l^p< oo, and A be a Banach algebra. Define BP(G, A) to

be the set of equivalence classes, modulo null functions, of all func-

tions/: G—*A such that f G\\f(x)\\pdx < ». Similarly, define C(G, A)
to be the set of all continuous functions from G to A. These sets form

Banach algebras under the usual operations and convolution multi-

plication. These Banach algebras are studied in detail in [5].

We say that a Banach algebra is strongly semisimple if its strong

radical, i.e. the intersection of all modular maximal ideals, vanishes.

In [S] it is determined that for any compact group G and l^p

< oo, BP(G, A) (or C(G, A)) is strongly semisimple if and only if A is

strongly semisimple.

For noncommutative algebras there are other types of "semisim-

plicity" that are of interest. In particular, we say that a Banach

algebra is semisimple if its Jacobson radical vanishes. It is readily

seen (cf. [5]) that a necessary condition for any BP(G, A) (or C(G, A))

to be semisimple is that A he semisimple. Further in [5] it is conjec-

tured, in analogy to the strongly semisimple case, that this condition

is also sufficient. Here we show that this conjecture is correct.

2. Theorem. If G is a compact group, l^p< oo, and A is a semi-

simple Banach algebra, then Bp(G, A) (or C(G, A)) is also semisimple.

Proof. Since BP(G, A) (or C(G, A)) is isomorphic to an ideal of

B1(G, A), it is sufficient to prove the theorem for B1(G, A). In [5] it is

noted, following Grothendieck, that Bl(G,A) is isomorphic to

Ll(G) ®7^4, where y is the "greatest cross-norm". This fact allows us

to use the known structure of L1(G) to reduce the scope of the prob-

lem to a more manageable form. (The reader is referred to [5 ] for the

notation and properties of topological tensor products used in this

paper.)

Lemma 1. Let Xx be a Banach space of dimension n < oo, and let A2

be any Banach space, then the algebraic tensor product of Xx and X2,

XiQXz, is complete under the y-norm.
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Proof. We first note that A7® A7 is isomorphic to the direct sum of

Xi with itself n times. In fact, if {e,: 1 ̂ i^n} is a basis for A7 with

||e,|| = 1 for all i, then every tensor r£A7<8>A7 has one and only one

representative of the form Z"=ie'®3'i- Letting then 4>iT)

= (yu • " " > Vn), it is seen that 0 is a well-defined isomorphism.

We next note that the above direct sum is complete under the norm

\\(yu---,yn)\\ = ±\\y<\\.
i-l

Further, for any TEXiQXi with representative Z"=ie«®y«i we

see that

\\T\\r*±\\4\\y*\\-±M-\\«T)\\.
•-I i=i

We get an opposing inequality by noting first that by the uniqueness

of the norm topology in finite-dimensional spaces, there is a constant

c such that e||x|| 2: ||x||i for every xEXi, where ||x||i is the /i-norm of x

(i.e. if x= >!?_, X.-e.-. ||x||i = Z"=i|A<|)- Now again take TEXi®Xi,

and let Z^i^®^' be an arbitrary representative of T. If for each

1 Sj^.m, Xj= Z?=i A.ye,-, then

Z «i; ® ( Z Ky,)
i=i \ 3—1 /

is also a representative of T. Therefore,

n m

lkco!l = z E^t=i    y=i
n       m

sZEIMIWI
1=1   j=l

m

^       T"1 II      II  II      II
— <- Z-i 11-Ml HIVjII-

3-1

Since this inequality holds for every Z^i^j®^' representing T,

\\iP(T)\\^c\\T\\y.
These two inequalities and the fact that the direct sum is complete

under the indicated norm yield the desired conclusion. Note that d>

is also seen to be a homeomorphism.

Lemma 1 has the effect of reducing our problem to a purely alge-

braic one that is readily solved.

We now note (cf.   [2]) that LxiG) is a semisimple dual Banach
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algebra, and as such is the topological direct sum of its minimal closed

ideals. Each of these minimal closed ideals in turn is continuously

isomorphic to the algebra of all linear operators on a finite-dimen-

sional Banach space.

Lemma 2. If M is a minimal closed ideal of L1(G) and A is a primi-

tive Banach algebra, then M®yA is also a primitive Banach algebra.

Proof. By the above remark, M is isomorphic to the algebra

£(XX) oi all linear operators on a finite-dimensional space Xx. Further

since A is primitive, A is isomorphic to a strictly dense subalgebra

(BC £(X2) for some linear space X2. By means of these identifications,

M®A can be isomorphically embedded in £(Xx<g)X2) in a natural

way. This representation is also irreducible as can be easily verified

directly or as a consequence of [l, p. 114]. Thus by Lemma 1,

M<S>yA is primitive.

Lemma 3. If M is a minimal closed ideal of L1(G), and A is a semi-

simple Banach algebra, then M®yA is also a semisimple Banach

algebra.

Proof. Since A is semisimple, A is isomorphic to a subdirect sum

y,Mx of primitive Banach algebras A\(\EA). Since M is finite-

dimensional, Lemma 1 is again applicable. Define then

u'.M ®74->]£(#®t^x)
x

(where the right-hand side denotes the complete direct sum) in the

following manner. Let {f{\ lgigra} be a basis for M with ||/,-|| =1

for all i, and let ~^t=ifi®ai represent an arbitrary tensor TEM®yA.

If for each l^i^m, {a<(\): XGA}e2^1^4x corresponds to a,-, let

u(T) = {2\: XfEA} where for each X£A, 7\ is the element of M®7^4x

with representative 2n=i/>®ffli(X). M is easily seen to be a well-

defined homomorphism into the complete direct sum. Further since

all of the tensors above have one and only one representative of the

above form, pt is seen to be one-to-one. Finally since A is isomorphic

to a subdirect sum, the image of u is also a subdirect sum.

Thus we have shown that M®yA is isomorphic to a subdirect sum

of primitive algebras, and as a result M®yA is semisimple.

Only one more remark need be made before we can proceed to prove

the theorem. We note that in general the Y-norm is not of local

character (cf. [5]). This means that if if is a subalgebra of LX(G) and

A is a subalgebra of A, it is certainly true that M<g>ACL1(G)<S>A,

but it may not be true that M<S>yNQL1(G)<SiyA, i.e. the y-norm on
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L1iG)®A is not an extension of the 7-norm on M®N. However, in

the present situation, where If is a minimal closed ideal of L1iG),

and thus finite-dimensional, and iV = ^4, it is clear from Lemma 1 that

the above problem does not arise (see also [4, p. 56]). It is further

seen in this case that M®yA is a closed ideal of LxiG)®yA since the

7-norm is compatible with multiplication (cf. [5]). It should be re-

marked here that it is crucial to our argument that M®yA is in

fact an ideal. Since it is not in general true that the algebraic tensor

product of two ideals is an ideal of the topological tensor product, we

have been quite careful to indicate the fact that we are dealing with

an ideal of L1iG)®yA by the maintenance of a somewhat artificial

distinction between M®A and M®yA.

Now let 9? be the radical of L1iG)®yA=B1iG, A) and assume

9^(0). If 9in(M®yA) = iO) for every minimal closed ideal M oi

L1iG), then 97 iM<8>yA) = (0) also for every such M. Since, as previ-

ously noted, L1iG) is the topological direct sum of its minimal closed

ideals, it then is easily seen that 97 (£7G) ®yA) = (0) also. However,

this is impossible since A being semisimple implies that only zero

annihilates B1iG, A) under left multiplication. In fact, HfEBliG, A)

is such that/*g = 0 for all gEB1iG, A), then for every aEA and

measurable set EClG,f * (ax«-1) =0 (where xe'1 is the characteristic

function of the set £-1)- But also

if*iaXE->))ix) = (j   fiy)dy\a.

Therefore, (fXEf(y)dy)a = 0 for all aEA, for all measurable sets £CG,

and almost every xEG. Since A is semisimple, the left regular repre-

sentation of A on itself is faithful, and as a result Jxsf(y)dy = 0 for all

measurable E and almost every x. Taking such an x0 and considering

measurable sets of the form Xo_1E, we see that jsf(y)dy = 0 for all

measurable sets E. This is possible only if/=0.

As a result of the above argument 9?P\(iW®7^4) 9* (0) for some

minimal closed ideal M. But on the other hand, since M®yA is an

ideal of L1iG)®yA, 9?r\(lf®^) is the radical of M®yA, and thus

must be (0) by Lemma 3. Therefore, the initial assumption that

9t?*(0) must be false.

3. Remark. While this manuscript was in preparation, J. McCoy

communicated that he had independently answered the conjecture

stated in [5] (see [3]). His approach is quite different. First of all,

he concentrates on CiG, A) instead of on B1iG, A). This is indeed

sufficient however (see [5]). Secondly instead of reducing the prob-
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lem as we have done, he attacks it directly and uses properties of

irreducible unitary representations of G in order to get a hold on

enough irreducible representations of C(G, A) to show that the inter-

section of their kernels, and thus also the radical, vanishes.
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